Characterising the photon-number distribution of quantum channels with
double-decoy method and its application to quantum cryptography
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Introduction
In theory, we can compute the eﬀect of an unknown channel using exact photon number states and photon number resolving detectors.
Practically, we want to do the same using only conventional laser source and common noisy detectors (device dependent case).
We generalised the decoy statesab method to "double decoy" with both source and detector modulation and broadened its scope of application.
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SD: Simple decoy states as in Ref. a
DD: Double decoy states, our
contribution
Our error model considered
independent contributions to errors:
eE: Error introduced by Eve
eB: Error introduced by Bob

Conclusion
Applicable to any use case requiring the estimation of average photon-number statistics of a channel
Provable upper and lower bounds without cutoﬀ assumption, not tight in general but reasonably good up to
Potential other application: other crypto protocols, delegated quantum computing, sensing, quantum lidar etc
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